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Introduction 
Galois theory attempts to characterize the sub fields of a given arbitrary 
field by means of groups of automorphisms associated with them. It is 
a problem of Galois theory to characterize all those subfields of a given 
field over which the given field is galois. To answer this problem, we 
introduce a topology in the given field, and characterize the galois subfields 
as the sub fields closed in the topology. We have found subsequently that 
the same topology was used in a very special case by M. P. EpSTEIN [1] 
where all his fields were simply generated. Our results because of their 
holding for all fields will cover his case also. We notice that most of these 
results can be proved for integral domains also. Some interesting properties 
of the topology are also proved. 
The author is grateful to Prof. M. Venkataraman for all his help and 
guidance in the preparation of this paper. 
§ 1. In our earlier paper [2] we have proved the following. 
Theorem: Let K, F l , F2, ... , Fn be sub-fields of a field F and let K 
be contained in the set union of Fl, F 2, ... , Fn. Then K is contained in 
one of the Fi (i= 1,2, ... , n). 
In this section we derive some interesting results on fields. 
Theorem 1: Let E be an arbitrary field and 0'1,0'2, ... , O'n any finite 
number of automorphisms of E. If F is any sub field of E then either one 
of the automorphisms leaves F elementwise fixed or there exists an 
element in F which is moved by each of the automorphisms 0'1, 0'2, ... , O'n. 
Proof: Let F l , F2, ... , Fn be the fixed sub fields in E of 0'1,0'2, .•. , O'n 
respectively. If no element of F is moved by all the automorphisms then 
F must be C Fl U F2 U ... U Fn. Then by the above stated theorem 
Fe Fi for some i so that O'i fixes F elementwise. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2: Let E be any field and 0'1,0'2, ... , O'n be any proper 
automorphisms. Then there always exists an element in E which is moved 
by all the automorphisms. 
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Proof: This result follows from Theorem 1 on taking F=E since no 
automorphism is identity. 
§ 2. We consider now an arbitrary field E, introduce a topology in 
it and characterize the sub fields over which E is galois. 
Definition: WOe say a net x" converges to x in E if the following 
condition is satisfied: whenever an automorphism a of E keeps a cofinal 
subset of the x,,'s fixed then a keeps x fixed i.e. if a moves x then a moves 
all the x" ultimately. 
That this definition of convergence defines a topology can be verified. 
If al, ... , an are a finite number of automorphisms of E we let 
E (al, ... , an) = the set of all elements of E which are moved by each ai. 
From Theorem 2 each E (aI, a2, ... , an) is non-null when the a's are proper. 
Consequently these, with E, can be defined as members of a base of open 
sets for a topology of E. It is easy to see that this topology is the same 
as the one defined by our convergence. Henceforward we denote the 
topology of the field E by i and will use either definition as the situation 
demands. 
We now prove two results relating to our topology. 
Theorem 3: Let F be a subfield of the field E with the topology i. 
Then an element x of E is a contact point of F if and only if every auto-
morphism leaving F elementwise fixed leaves x also fixed. 
Proof: Let x be a contact point of F. If x E F there is nothing to 
prove. Otherwise there is a net x" from F converging to x. Every auto-
morphism leaving F fixed, leaves each XiX fixed and hence must leave x 
fixed. 
Conversely let x be an element satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
We have to show that x is a contact point of F. If x E F there is nothing 
to prove. So let x 1: F. By hypothesis every automorphism a moving x 
must move an element of F. We will show now that every neighbourhood 
of x intersects F. Obviously it is enough to show that every E (aI, ... , an) 
containing x intersects F. Each ai, by hypothesis, moves at least one 
element of F and so none leaves F fixed. Hence by Theorem 1, there is 
an element of F which is moved by each of the ai i.e. E (al, ... , an) inter-
sects F. Hence x is a contact point of F. 
Theorem 4: The closure of a subfield under the topology i is again 
a subfield. 
Proof: For by Theorem 3, closure of a subfield F consists of all 
those points which are left fixed by each automorphism of E over F i.e. 
it is the set of all fixed points of the galois group of E over F and it is 
well-known that this is a sub field. 
We now give two definitions. 
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Definition 1: If F is a subfield of E we say E is galois over F if 
for each x ¢ F there is an automorphism (f of E moving x and leaving 
each element of F fixed. 
Definition 2: If F is a subfield of E we say F is galois closed in 
E if E is galois over F. 
'Ve now prove our theorem. 
Theorem 5: Let E be an arbitrary field and let the topology be 
introduced in E. Then a sub-field F of E is galois closed in E if and only 
if it is closed in the topology. 
Proof: Let F be a sub field galois closed in E. To show F is closed. 
If F = E there is nothing to prove. Let x", be a net in F converging to x 
in E. We assert that x E F. For if x ¢ F there is an automorphism moving 
x and keeping each element of F, in particular each x", fixed. This contra-
dicts that x", --+ x. So every net in F converges to a point in F. Hence 
F is closed in the topology. 
Let now F be closed in the topology. To show that F is galois closed 
in E. Let x ¢ F. Then there is a E (0"1, (f2, ... , O"n) containing x and disjoint 
with F, since F is closed. If each (fi moves an element of F, then no (fi 
keeps F fixed and hence by Theorem I there is an element of F moved 
by each O"i i.e. E ((f1, ••• , (fn) intersects F. This is impossible. Hence one 
O"i leaves F fixed. This O"i moves x since x E E (0"1, ..• , (fn). Thus to each 
x ¢ F there is an automorphism moving x and leaving F fixed and so F 
is galois closed in E. 
If we interpret field-theoretically we can state Theorem 5 as follows. 
Theorem 6: Let E be an arbitrary field and F any subfield. Then 
F is galois closed in E if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 
To each x ¢ F we can associate a finite number of automorphisms (f1, ..• , (fn 
of E such that each (fi moves x and each element of F is fixed by some (fi. 
Remark: If K is the fixed field of the group of all automorphisms 
of E, then any net x", whatsoever converges to any element of K. So 
every topologically closed field contains K (This is obvious if we are to 
consider them as galois closed subfields). So here we have a galois extension 
E of K and have characterized all galois closed intermediate fields. Hence 
now if we are given an arbitrary galois extension E of a field K1 with 
galois group G, then we can introduce a topology as follows: x", --+ x in E 
if any automorphism (f E G moving x moves all the x", ultimately. With 
this topology it is easy to prove that an intermediate field is galois closed 
if and only if it is closed in this topology. 
§ 3. Here we consider some properties of the topology r of an arbitrary 
field E. 
Theorem 7: The topology of the arbitrary field is not To, but is 
compact and connected. 
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Proof: If the topology is indiscrete i.e. E has only the identity 
automorphism then the above results are obvious. Otherwise let K be 
the fixed field of all the automorphisms. If x is any element of E and 
k EO K then x and x + k cannot be separated by open sets since each 
E ((Tl, ... , (Tn) containing x contains x + k and conversely. Hence 7 is not 
To. If x", is any net in E then x", ---?> k for all k EO K so that every net 
converges and hence the topology is compact. If 01 , O2 are two open sets 
in E, let E ((Tl, ... , (Tn) C 01 and E (71, ... , 7m) C O2 be any two members 
of the base. E ((Tl, ... , (Tn) n E (71, ••• , 7m) =E ((T1, ... , (Tn, 71, ... , 7m) is non-
null by Theorem 2 so that 01 n 02 is non-null and so the topology cannot 
be disconnected. 
Theorem 8: There is a, coarsest topology among topologies of E for 
which the galois closed subfields are topologically closed. This coarsest 
topology is 7. 
Proof: That there exists a topology satisfying the above property 
is proved by 7. Let now 71 be any topology with the property. We show 
71 is finer than 7. Let x'" be a net converging to x under 71. We have only 
to show that XiX converges to X under 7 also. Let (T be any automorphism 
keeping a cofinal subset (xiJ) of the XiX'S fixed. This xiJ is a sub net and 
also converges to x under 71. Let F be the fixed field of (T. Then F is galois 
closed and hence by hypothesis of 71 is closed in 71. Also each xiJ EO F 
since (T leaves each xiJ fixed. So x EO F and hence (T leaves x fixed. Thus 
x'" converges to X under 7 also. Hence 7 is the coarsest topology with the 
property. 
It is to be noted that there can exist distinct topologies with the same 
set ot closed sub-fields as shown by the following example. If E is a separable 
normal extension of K (its prime field), consider the topology 7 and the 
discrete topology. These two have the same set of closed sub fields namely 
all sub fields since every subfield is galois closed. But these two topologies 
are distinct since 7 is never To and discrete topology is To. 
"\Ve now have the following 
Theorem 9: The topology 7 is the coarsest among the topologies for 
which the galois closed subfields and the topologically closed subfields 
coincide. 
Pro of: This is obvious from Theorem 8. 
We now prove a result about the topology 7 being compatible with 
field operations. 
Theorem 10: The topology is compatible with the field operations 
if and only if it is indiscrete i.e. the field has only one automorphism. 
Proof: If the topology is indiscrete then it is compatible with the 
operations. Let now the topology be compatible with the operations. To 
show that it is indiscrete. Let K be the fixed field of all the automorphisms. 
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It is enough to show that K =E. Suppose K *E. We will get a contra-
diction. Let x" --+ x in E. Then x", --+ 0 also (obvious from definition). 
Since the topology is compatible {O = x", - x,,} --+ x. But 0 is left fixed by 
every automorphism and so x EO K. So every net converges to a point of 
K only. Consequently any set containing K is a closed set. Let x t/= K. 
Consider the set (K U x). This is a closed set. Consider x + 1, 1 EO K. 
Then every neighbourhood of (x+ 1) intersects (K U x) so that x+ 1 
must belong to (K U x). This is a contradiction. Hence our result follows. 
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